the constitution

SEPTEMBER 11TH TO 17TH

WHAT FREEDOMS DO YOU ENJOY?
On the 17th, Constitution Day, a day that is
largely forgotten. We celebrate July 4th as a
day of independence, yet we fail to revere the
day that guarantees the liberty’s we enjoy.

THE BEST OF HUMANITY
On the 11th, 2001, 9-11 has become synonymous with
the attack on Pearl Harbor. In a slumber, America is
shaken to its core as planes crash into the World Trade
Center, the Pentagon, and a field in Pennsylvania. Out
of the ashes and rubble of what once stood, America
came together. It might also be debated that our
entry into war may not have been our best choice.
In any event, charity shows itself as a beacon in the
night, when people of all cultures showed the best
of humanity. As the entire air traffic control system
over north America came to a halt, people and
communities came together. Doors were opened and
society became civil for a season. Organizations such
as Tunnel to Towers, www.T2T.org were born.

WHAT QUALIFIES A VOTER?
On the 13th, 56 Days till Midterms, are you prepared
to figure out how you will vote? Much has been
said about how each vote counts. They do, but
also educate yourself on the need for safe-secure
elections. This is what has supported our Republic
for 240+ years. Consider your vote today and how
a person qualifies to cast a vote. In WA state, no
identification is required, machines are allowed to
approve signatures, witness signatures can be done
by anyone, with any kind of mark. Ask, how are voters
qualified where you live? How can we make elections
more secure, while allowing for eligible voters to vote?
Does it matter? Get involved.

Maybe our failure to recognize the origins of the
Constitution and our Bill of Rights, has allowed for
us to minimize the importance of the documents
which protect the freedoms we enjoy.
Take time to study the Roles, Responsibilities
and Powers enshrined in these sacred
documents. This is what has allowed for the
generations of one country “America” to benefit
a global population, by raising the standard of
living for all.
Ask and then learn, why are these documents so
unique? Doing so will ensure a renewed interest
to press forward and do good, ensuring a legacy
for generations to come.

